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Ladies and Gentlemen, 
It may shock you, but I have started my scientific career as a computer. My first ever 
publication (all ten or so lines of it!) costed me a couple of months worth of hand 
calculations. To illustrate my M.Sc. thesis (my second published paper) with good 
examples of possible smooth Lunar landing trajectories I had to crank the desktop 
calculator for almost six months. A year later 1 started using an electronic computer 
(a Manchester University Mercury) to do the calculations. By that my productivity 
increased by three or four orders of magnitude. Never again in my 40 years of research 
did I experience such a dramatic improvement: I could do several years’ calculations 
in a night, provided I got my code right. The following years of my work were 
increasingly concerned with attempts to achieve a similar improvement in “getting the 
code right”. With this kind of experience, Dear Friends, you will agree I know what it 
means “to compute”. And - believe me - computers are best understood as machines 
that compute. A trivial observation, but all too often overlooked! 
For centuries, if not for millennia, we (i.e. the humankind) have been learning how 
to reduce problems to mere calculations. In some areas we eminently succeeded, in 
others, less so. Whenever we succeeded, the result was a linear sequence of precise 
instructions to a computer: it had to be linear, because the computer was a human 
being, and when humans want to be precise they communicate linearly; it had to be 
precise because efficiency required that the computer did not waste time procrastinating 
what to do next. 
The linearity of the computation process is not necessitated by the structure of von 
Neumann computers, it is our cultural inheritance. 
Now that the technology gave us devices capable of parallel digital signal transfor- 
mation, to harness them to problem solving we must dig deep into the very nature 
of what it means “to solve a problem”. Searching for the parallelization of existing 
solutions is bound to produce a limited progress only, it is also very likely to lead 
us completely astray, which is already happening in a substantial way. For example, 
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computing journals are overflowing with ever more sophisticated parallel sorting proce- 
dures. Which produce sorted arrays (“sets”, “sequences”, etc.), which are wonderfully 
efficient for sequential processing! Why, in a parallel processing environment (espe- 
cially: in a massively parallel one), should anyone be particularly interested in having 
access to sequentially arranged anything remains a mystery. Our cultural heritage, how- 
ever, includes an instinctive preference for neatly arranged collections, even when-as 
in the military - they serve no useful purpose. 
The challenge of parallel computations is the major research problem of our time, 
but we should approach it in a truly scientific way: as a phenomenon to be investigated, 
as a provocation to invent new mental techniques, new language (not a computer code, 
but a means of description and a means of recording our reasoning), indeed, a new 
branch of mathematics. It always happens this way: major challenges arising in the 
physical world lead to new mathematics. 
Is it going to be pure or applied research? What a ridiculous question! One that would 
be totally incomprehensible, say, to Carl Friedrich Gauss - princeps mathematicorum. 
If Gauss was to submit a research grant application to a present-day funding agency, 
he would face a dilemma he could not resolve. Fortunately he did not have to deal 
with “democratically” established bureaucracies, he was funded by a king. When the 
King of Hanover wanted his kingdom measured, he put C.F. Gauss in charge. And this 
meant in charge of everything: negotiations with farmers, whose fields were trampled 
and trees had to be occasionally cut, in charge of a detachment of famous Hanover 
Grenadiers who carried the rods and the planks, in charge of actually measuring the 
angles and distances, and in charge of discovering the equations and of developing 
the processing method, doing calculations and drawing the maps. Gauss did it all. In 
the daytime he was in the fields, the tails of his frock-coat flapping, commanding the 
soldiers, haggling with the peasants. In the evenings he was calculating and writing. His 
formulae have been in use ever since. His method-least squares-became the standard. 
His handbook on geodesy is an unsurpassed source of knowledge and inspiration to 
these days. 
This inseparable mix of actually doing the work and inventing the mathematics 
appropriate for it was typical of the giants who established the paradigm of science. 
The separation between pure research and applications is the creation of pygmies who 
want to protect their microscopic, barren niches. This very same separation provides a 
quiverful of poisoned arrows: what is the ultimate goal (use) of this or that piece of 
research? Such questions should never arise, that they do is our fault. 
Venturing into uncharted territory of parallel computations let us follow the Gaussian, 
not the bureaucratic approach! 
Not quite thirty years ago (in October 1968), not very far from here (in Garmisch- 
Partenkirchen) the NATO Science Committee convened a conference of experts in 
software. This conference launched the term Software Engineering and declared a soft- 
ware crisis. 
Some originators of the term now regret its launching, but-for better or worse-it 
was to stay with us. It was meant to counter the artisan-like approach to software 
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construction, to supplant it with the engineering paradigm, supposedly more robust and 
certainly more mathematically based. It glossed over significant differences between 
software and typical objects of engineering, primarily due to the different cost (effort) 
distribution: whereas in “normal” engineering processes the cost of the design phase 
is seldom significant when compared with the production costs, with software nearly 
all costs are due to design and redesign, the actual production being practically absent. 
This lead to singling out a “software design” phase separate from “coding”, as if no 
design decisions were made at the latter. Numerous controversies followed, mostly 
content-free, but deemed important enough to establish different schools of “life-cycle 
studies”, not unlike various schools of the formal theology in the fourteenth century. 
Fortunately, the term is now used so vaguely, and in so widely different contexts, that 
it does not mean much any more. 
Judging by publications, the software crisis seems to be perennial. Never in the 
years since it was declared were there any public indications that it may be getting 
less severe. Of course, there are always good political reasons to resuscitate the dragon: 
the threat keeps research money flowing, but how about the substance of the claim? 
In the proceedings of the Garmisch Conference, the causes of the then perceived 
software crisis can be divided into two classes: technical ones and others, whose roots 
are in psychology, management, marketing policies etc. Mutatis mutandis, the latter 
group of causes are still as strong as ever. I am not qualified to suggest what should 
or could be done about them, apart from observing that unfulfilled promises, overrun 
schedules and budgets happen in all walks of life; in this respect, pointing a finger at 
the software does not seem very fair or constructive. 
On the other hand, all technical causes of software crisis mentioned at that Confer- 
ence are long gone. The exact meaning of a computer program can be now defined, 
and its relation to the specification can be calculated; indeed, a program can be now 
derived from its specification as precisely as any geometric construction. We have 
now very reliable and efficient compilers and - in addition! - programming environ- 
ments which make the chore of program writing incomparably easier than in the 60s. 
We know how to guarantee safe mutual exclusion of processes. Present day operating 
systems keep very complex computer systems practically crash-free. The databases in 
use are much larger, access times much shorter and supported relations much more 
sophisticated than then anticipated. Even the computer networks, basically a software 
creation, are technically much superior to the uses that are currently made of them. 
Reported software failure - and please note that the same anecdotic evidence is re- 
peated over and over again - are neither more frequent, nor more catastrophic than 
with other popular technical creations, not to mention natural disasters. Indeed, it is not 
evident that software errors are more frequent than errors and misprints in published 
mathematical papers. 
It is thanks to the software that computers are now used by literally millions of 
people without them having to learn anything about computers, programming etc. I do 
not think we need to look further for a convincing proof of an enormous success of 
software practice. 
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The open scientific problems of the 60s are solved, elegantly described and thor- 
oughly discussed; tough research problems became subject of first-year student exer- 
cises. In this respect, I am afraid, the success has outgrown the researchers, it happened 
too soon in human-life terms. Too many researchers continue exploiting their inven- 
tions beyond any reasonable expectation of applicability. What started as a burning 
practical issue is often continued as an esoteric research problem, related to the reality 
by the name alone. 
When I consider the reasons for the great success (of which I am but a lucky 
observer and an occasional reporter) my generation had in development of software 
from computer codes to shrink-wrapped packages and in solving fundamental problems 
of software construction, I cannot avoid a suspicion that a major contributing factor was 
the absence of computer science teachers. The formal education we received came from 
professors of other disciplines, established long before, sufficiently mature to humbly 
respect the primacy of the objectively given over “invented here”. It is just possible 
that in an attempt to defend our little sand castles we are now constraining the next 
generation by conscripting them too soon into our little armies, leading them into real 
crusades for phantom causes. 
There comes a time that when attending a conference one finds oneself appreciably 
older than other participants. One is then asked to make an after-dinner speech, which 
by its mildly witty content should contribute to the general feeling of well-being without 
causing undue emotions detrimental to digestion. However, I would like to use this 
opportunity to alert you, my Dear Younger Colleagues, to the fact that out there, in 
the physical world there are real computers, many quite different from the machines 
of the 60s. They pose new, challenging problems. Go after them! There is a lot more 
to the mathematics of program construction than putting few extra flourishes on the 
known solutions to problems that long ago ceased to interest anybody except your 
aging professors. I wish you the courage of the curious! I wish you the pleasure of 
having done things never done before! 
Finally, it is my pleasant duty to thank our hosts, and particularly Bernhard Miiller, 
for organising this conference and for choosing this splendid venue. 
